Eye on the World
Dec. 18, 2021
This compilation of material for “Eye on the World” is presented as a service
to the Churches of God. The views stated in the material are those of the writers or sources quoted by the writers, and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the members of the Church of God Big Sandy. The following articles were
posted at churchofgodbigsandy.com for the weekend of December 18, 2021.
Compiled by Dave Havir
Luke 21:34-36—”But take heed to yourselves, lest your souls be weighed
down with self-indulgence, and drunkenness, or the anxieties of this life, and
that day come on you suddenly, like a falling trap; for it will come on all
dwellers on the face of the whole earth. But beware of slumbering; and every
moment pray that you may be fully strengthened to escape from all these
coming evils, and to take your stand in the presence of the Son of Man”
(Weymouth New Testament).
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Brahma Chellaney titled “China’s Global Hybrid War” was posted at aspistrategist.org.au (Australian Strategic Policy Institute) on Dec. 10,
2021. Following is the article.
__________
As the world’s largest, strongest and longest-surviving dictatorship, contemporary China lacks the rule of law. Yet it is increasingly using its rubber-stamp
parliament to enact domestic legislation asserting territorial claims and rights
in international law. In fact, China has become quite adept at waging ‘lawfare’–the misuse and abuse of law for political and strategic ends.
Under ‘commander-in-chief’ Xi Jinping’s bullying leadership, lawfare has
developed into a critical component of China’s broader approach to asymmetrical or hybrid warfare. The blurring of the line between war and peace is
enshrined in the regime’s official strategy as the ‘three warfares’ (san zhong
zhanfa) doctrine. Just as the pen can be mightier than the sword, so too can
lawfare, psychological warfare and public-opinion warfare.
Through these methods, Xi is advancing expansionism without firing a shot.
Already, China’s bulletless aggression is proving to be a game-changer in
Asia. Waging the three warfares in conjunction with military operations has
yielded China significant territorial gains.
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Within this larger strategy, lawfare is aimed at rewriting rules to animate historical fantasies and legitimize unlawful actions retroactively. For example, China
recently enacted a land border law to support its territorial revisionism in the
Himalayas. And to advance its expansionism in the South and East China seas, it
enacted a coastguard law and new maritime safety regulations earlier this year.
The new laws, authorizing the use of force in disputed areas, were established amid rising tensions with neighboring countries. The border law comes
amid a military stalemate in the Himalayas, where more than 100,000
Chinese and Indian troops have been locked in standoffs for nearly 20
months following repeated Chinese incursions into Indian territory.
The coastguard law, by treating disputed waters as China’s, not only violates the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea; it also could trigger armed
conflict with Japan or the United States. The land borders law likewise threatens
to spark war with India by signalling China’s intent to determine borders unilaterally. It even extends to the Tibet-originating transboundary rivers, where
China proclaims a right to divert as much of the shared waters as it wishes.
These recent laws follow the success of the three warfares strategy in redrawing the map of the South China Sea–despite an international arbitral tribunal’s ruling rejecting Chinese territorial claims there–and then swallowing
Hong Kong, which had long flourished under democratic institutions as a
major global financial centre.
In the South China Sea, through which around a third of global maritime
trade passes, Xi’s regime has stepped up lawfare to consolidate Chinese control, turning its contrived historical claims into reality. Last year, while other
claimant countries were battling the Covid-19 pandemic, Xi’s government
created two new administrative districts to strengthen its claims over the
Spratly and Paracel islands and other land features. And in further defiance
of international law, China gave Mandarin-language names to 80 islands,
reefs, seamounts, shoals and ridges, 55 of which are fully submerged.
The Hong Kong National Security Law, enacted in mid-2020, is a similarly
aggressive act of lawfare. Xi has used the law to crush Hong Kong’s prodemocracy movement and rescind the guarantees enshrined in China’s UNregistered treaty with the United Kingdom. The treaty committed China to
preserving Hong Kong citizens’ basic rights, freedoms and political self-determination for at least 50 years after regaining sovereignty over the territory.
The strategy’s success in unravelling Hong Kong’s autonomy raises the question of whether China will now enact similar legislation aimed at Taiwan or
even invoke its 2005 Anti-Secession Law, which underscored its resolve to
bring the island democracy under mainland rule. With China escalating its
psychological and information warfare, there’s a real danger that it could
move against Taiwan after the Beijing Winter Olympics in February.
Xi’s expansionism hasn’t spared even tiny Bhutan, with a population of just
784,000. Riding roughshod over a 1998 bilateral treaty that obligated China ‘not
to resort to unilateral action to alter the status quo of the border,’ the regime
has built militarised villages in Bhutan’s northern and western borderlands.
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As these examples show, domestic legislation is increasingly providing China
with a pretext to flout binding international law, including bilateral and multilateral treaties to which it is a party. With more than one million detainees,
Xi’s Muslim gulag in Xinjiang has made a mockery of the 1948 Genocide
Convention, to which China acceded in 1983 (with the rider that it doesn’t
consider itself bound by Article IX, the clause allowing any party in a dispute
to lodge a complaint with the International Court of Justice). And because
effective control is the shibboleth of a strong territorial claim in international
law, Xi is using new legislation to undergird China’s administration of disputed areas, including with newly implanted residents.
Establishing such facts on the ground is integral to Xi’s territorial aggrandizement. That is why China has taken pains to create artificial islands and
administrative districts in the South China Sea, and to pursue a militarised
village-building spree in Himalayan borderlands that India, Bhutan and Nepal
consider to be within their own national boundaries.
Despite these encroachments, very little international attention has been
given to Xi’s lawfare or broader hybrid warfare. The focus on China’s military
build-up obscures the fact that the country is quietly expanding its maritime
and land boundaries without firing a shot. Given Xi’s overarching goal–to
achieve global primacy for China under his leadership–the world’s democracies need to devise a concerted strategy to counter his three warfares.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Chris Talgo titled “World Petroleum Congress Exudes Common Sense”
was posted at americanthinker.com on Dec. 9, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
In late October, the United Nations held its 26th annual Climate Change
Conference of the Parties (COP26), in Glasgow, Scotland. During the twoweek carbon dioxide—emitting extravaganza, world leaders arrived via private jets to discuss ad nauseam the “existential threat” of climate change as
well as the immediate need to replace fossil fuels with renewable energy.
According to those at COP26, reliable and affordable fossil fuels are the problem. Their “solution” to this “problem” is “clean energy” in the form of solar
panels and wind turbines, which are unreliable and unaffordable and present
all sorts of environmental hazards.
On the other side of the Atlantic, the World Petroleum Congress (WPC) kicked
off its 23rd annual meeting on December 6 in Houston, Texas, wherein leaders of the oil and gas industry discussed and debated commonsense solutions
to the burgeoning global energy crisis.
However, unlike their counterparts at COP26, those in attendance at the WPC
understand that fossil fuels are not the source of the energy problem; they
are the solution. Moreover, the experts at the WPC realize that the real ener-
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gy threat is the cockamamie idea that we should shun fossil fuel production
in place of not-yet-ready-for-prime-time renewable energy.
In other words, those at the WPC want to make fossil fuels cleaner, more prevalent, and less expensive. On the other hand, those at COP26 want to make fossil fuels disappear by making production more expensive and less prevalent.
As Saudi Aramco CEO Amin Nasser put it, “the world is facing an even more
chaotic energy transition. They assume that the right transition strategy is in
place. It’s not. Energy security, economic development and affordability are
clearly not receiving enough attention. Until they are, and we clear the gaps in
the transition strategy, the chaos will only intensify.”Although I don’t always
see eye to eye with Nasser, I must say he hit the nail on the head when it
comes to shining a bright light on the canard that renewable energy is the solution to a problem that doesn’t even exist in the first place.Moreover, as Nasser
described, the downside to the relentless calls for a renewable revolution are
far more dangerous than those at COP26 would have you believe.According to
Nasser, “I understand that publicly admitting that oil and gas will play an
essential and significant role during the transition and beyond will be hard for
some, but admitting this reality will be far easier than dealing with energy insecurity, rampant inflation and social unrest as the prices become intolerably
high, and seeing net-zero commitments by countries start to unravel.”Nasser
added that calls for a transition to renewable energy “overnight” are “deeply
flawed.”Nasser was far from the only one spewing common sense at the
WPC.Anders Opedal, CEO of Norway’s Equinor, bluntly stated, “We will need oil
and gas for many years to come but with reduced emissions.”Exxon CEO
Darren Woods seconded that idea, saying, “The fact remains, under most credible scenarios, including net zero pathways, oil and natural gas will continue to
play a significant role in meeting society’s need.”Even David Turk, deputy U.S.
secretary of energy, admitted, “We need to make sure everyone has affordable, reliable and resilient energy.” Turk should relay that message to President
Joe Biden and congressional Democrats, who are on the cusp of passing the
Green New Deal framework under the $4 trillion Build Back Better Act.
In an ode to straightforwardness, Mike Wirth, CEO of Chevron, made a compelling case for fossil fuels when he said, “Oil and gas continue to play a central
role in meeting the world’s energy needs . . . Our products make the world run.”
And there is the rub. While the out-of-touch elites at COP26 lecture the hoi
polloi about the menace of fossil fuels and the innate goodness of renewables, those who actually know a thing or two about fossil fuels presented a
more forthright and commonsense analysis about the very industry they
know like the back of their hand.
For the foreseeable future, we need fossil fuels if we are to live in a world in
which we can heat our homes and fill our gas tanks without going broke.
Make no mistake: fossil fuels are God’s gift to man, and we would be remiss
if we forsook that gift.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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An article by Bob Smith titled “Trillions for 1.5 Degree Celsius” was posted at
americanthinker.com on Dec. 11, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
How on Earth do people agree to have weather taxed?
A Millennial once asked how anyone could be against climate change because
it isn’t even political. He had a point; climate change is weather. But if a political party finds an avenue to tax weather, it becomes political.
The Democrat party has earned its nickname of “The Tax and Spend Party”
going back nearly one hundred years. The Democrats have found their golden goose, an avenue to trillions of dollars ($1,000,000,000,000s) by claiming that a possible 1.5 degrees Celsius rise in temperature may destroy our
planet. The Millennials have claimed the cause, to save the Earth, and the
Democrats have a solution. In their gullibility, Millennials have aided, even
abetted, making weather political.
The U.N., with its goal to keep the temperature of the planet under control, limiting its increase to 1.5 degrees, wrapped up its annual two-week conference,
which was divided into two zones: the green zone and the blue zone. The green
zone was open to the general public, who were entertained with workshops, art
exhibits, presentations, demonstrations of technology, and musical performances. Included was the involvement of children with a poem competition courtesy
of “Our Planet Now.” The children focused on the topic of something affecting our
planet. Also in the green zone, “People’s Advocates” came up with planet-saving
solutions such as encouraging children to walk to school and banning single-use
plastics. Of all the inane topics, a Gender Action Plan was tied into climate
change solutions. Children’s museums are on board to lead climate research and
action. No doubt, our children are recognized as critical agents of change.
While the general population focused on poems and straws, the blue zone
opened to people registered with the United Nations body. The 120 heads of
state plus government and corporate leaders focused on another aspect of solutions for 1.5. The website UKCOP26.org lists page after page of these solutions.
The wording revolves around finance: Financial Alliance, Initiates across the
financial system, Mobilize Finance, Encourage business investors, cities and civil
society, International carbon credits, Mechanism for carbon credits, Finance
transfer, Adaptation finance, Increased financial resources, International financial institutions must play their part, Climate finance, Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs), Unleash the trillions in private and public sector finance,
Invest our financial capital, and Over $70 trillion assets by 2050.
The ultimate climate change action, the funding mechanism, appears to have
been the focus in the blue zone. Post-UKCOP26, international banks, private
companies, and politicians are negotiating their involvement in moving the
money via made-up carbon credits. And to be sure, the funding will be sustainable; countries and businesses will comply through monthly payments,
dues, subscriptions, or whatever it may be called. Our taxes are also sustainable. As the carbon credits and money pass through the banks and are
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traded back and forth among the companies, many revenue streams will
make many people very wealthy. All the while, the money will come from we
the people as we pay more for everything.
Companies are touting the campaign titled “Keep 1.5 Alive.” We common folk
will need to be reminded of the importance of the 1.5 degrees to save the
Earth, an especially difficult sell with the Northern Hemisphere winter arriving with freezing temperatures.
The money is not the most evil plot of the climate change schemers. Also on
the website is the goal of phasing out fossil fuels. The organic, straight from
the ground coal, oil, and gas that provide us with life-sustaining energy, are
the only things saving many from freezing to death. The Millennials will soon
understand what they have wrought on our lives in the name of saving the
Earth. And they will learn why many of us never supported “climate change.”
It was always political and always about the money.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Looking back to March 2018, an article by ID2020 Staff titled “Immunization:
An Entry Point for Digital Identity” was posted at medium.com on March 28,
2018. Following is the article.
__________
With World Health Day around the corner on April 7th [2018], we’d like to
bring attention to the intersection of global health and digital identity, and
specifically the opportunity for immunization rates to scale digital identity
amongst the most hard-to-reach children.
Globally, an estimated 95% of children receive at least one dose of some vaccine. This number is staggering—no other public health intervention reaches
more children and impacts more families.
Yet, despite this high initial contact rate, only 37% of children in the world’s
poorest countries are fully immunized, meaning that they receive their full
course of recommended vaccines. Ultimately, many children are left without
comprehensive protection and vulnerable to many vaccine-preventable diseases.
There are several reasons for low coverage rates, including the low quality of
population data and reliance on outdated systems to track immunizations, but
one critical challenge is the continued use of paper-based systems to record the
doses that have been administered and indicate when a child needs to return
for boosters. Unfortunately, the paper records kept within a clinic are often difficult to analyze and the immunization cards given to families are prone to loss
and inaccuracies. Without a persistent, portable record that can be uniquely
linked to the child, it’s often difficult to ascertain the care a child needs.
In November, Dr. Seth Berkley, CEO of Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, wrote a
piece for Nature that emphasized the pressing need to move to digital systems—specifically those to identify and track those currently missing out—to
achieve 100% immunization coverage.
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One of the biggest needs is for affordable, secure digital identification systems that can store a child’s medical history, and that can be accessed even
in places without reliable electricity. That might seem a tall order, but it is
both achievable and necessary.
This message was reinforced at this year’s World Economic Forum meeting in
Davos, Switzerland, where Gavi announced digital identity as the focus for its
2018 INFUSE program. INFUSE—Innovation for Uptake, Scale and Equity in
Immunization—aims to identify and support innovative solutions that have
the potential to modernize global health and immunization delivery. This year,
Gavi is focusing its efforts on identifying opportunities for digital identity
technologies to help facilitate better targeting, follow-up, and immunization
service delivery for the world’s most vulnerable children.
Immunization poses a huge opportunity to scale digital identity—in many
developing countries, immunization coverage greatly exceeds birth registration
rates. According to best available estimates, upwards of 95% of children globally receive at least one dose of one vaccine (with 86% of children globally
receiving the full three doses recommended of the diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis vaccine, which is commonly used to measure immunization coverage).
When a child receives her first vaccine, she receives a paper child health card.
In many developing countries, the most common form of identification is not
a birth certificate, but this card. The near ubiquity of these documents presents an enormous opportunity.
Moving from easily lost or damaged paper health cards to an accessible digital form would reduce the burden associated with tracking a child’s vaccines
and eliminate redundant or unnecessary paperwork. Digital child health cards
can improve coverage rates and vaccine compliance by prompting parents to
bring their children in for necessary subsequent doses. For health workers,
digital identity technology validates a child’s past vaccines and may streamline analytics and outreach, without adding significant complexity to a health
worker’s workflow. And for Gavi and its international partners, digital ID technology provides a basis for a system of verifiable proofs and accurate aggregate data that interoperates with other identity management systems, negating the need for each organization to independently identify beneficiaries.
And because immunization is conducted in infancy, providing children with a
digital child health card would give them a unique, portable digital identity
early in life. And as children grow, their digital child health card can be used
to access secondary services, such as primary school, or ease the process of
obtaining alternative credentials. Effectively the child health card becomes
the first step in establishing a legal, broadly recognized identity.
In turn, having a persistent and portable health record uniquely tied to the
child will help to increase full immunization coverage rates by prompting follow-up and better targeting the most hard to reach children.
In order to enable digital identity at scale, we will need to identify and leverage many entry points. Immunization service delivery presents a tremendous
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opportunity to provide children with a durable, portable and secure digital identity early in life, enabling access to a wider range of social services, while also
improving access to the health interventions all children need and deserve.
We’re proud to partner with Gavi and excited to see the innovations proposed
as part of the INFUSE Challenge. To all innovators: the deadline to apply for
the program is April 10th, so please get those applications in!
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Staff titled “We Need to Get Digital ID Right” was posted at
id2020.org in Dec. 2021. Following is an excerpt from the website.
__________
Since 2016, ID2020 has advocated for ethical, privacy-protecting approaches to digital ID.
For the one in seven people globally who lacks a means to prove their identity, digital ID offers access to vital social services and enables them to exercise their rights as citizens and voters and participate in the modern economy. But doing digital ID right means protecting civil liberties and putting control over personal data back where it belongs...in the hands of the individual.
Every day, we rely on a variety of forms of identification to go about our lives:
our driver’s license, passport, work badge and building access cards, debit
and credit cards, transit passes, and more.
But technology is evolving at a blinding pace and many of the transactions
that require identification are today being conducted digitally. From e-passports to digital wallets, online banking to social media accounts, these new
forms of digital ID allow us to travel, conduct business, access financial and
health records, stay connected, and much more.
While the move to digital ID has had many positive effects, it has been
accompanied by countless challenges and setbacks, including large-scale
data breaches affecting millions of people. Most of the current tools are
archaic, insecure, lack appropriate privacy protections and commoditize our
data. But that’s about to change and ID2020 is leading the charge.
We are businesses, nonprofits, governments and individuals . . . working in
collaboration to ensure that the future of digital identity is, indeed, #goodID.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines involve articles that are
considered international. The articles were not posted, but the headlines give
the essence of the story.
__________
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Comments about climate change
An article by Patrick Goodenough titled “Russia Vetoes Attempt to Link
Climate Change to UN Security Council’s ‘Peace and Security’ Mandate” was
posted at cnsnews.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
“Produce as much coal as possible”
Looking back to October, an article by Philip Wang titled “China Tells Mines to
Produce ‘As Much Coal As Possible’ ” was posted at ctvnews.ca on Oct. 20, 2021.
Comments about Israel
An article by Lahav Harkov titled “Bennett to Meet With UAE Crown Prince
in Historic First” was posted at jpost.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “U.S. Did Not Object to New Israel Plan
to Attack Iran as Biden Continues to Fail to Secure Nuke Deal: Reports” was
posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Israel to Donate 1 Million Coronavirus Vaccines
to African Nations” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 16, 2021.
Comments about Iran
A Reuters article by Alexander Ratz titled “Germany Says Time Is Running
Out for Iran Nuclear Deal” was posted at reuters.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Jon Gambrell titled “Iran Prepares for Space Launch During
Nuclear Deal Talks, Satellite Images and Expert Suggest” was posted at
military.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Patrick Goodenough titled “Iranian Newspaper Publishes Map
of Israel Dotted With Presumed Missile Targets” was posted at cnsnews.com
on Dec. 16, 2021.
Comments about China and Russia
An article by Rachael Bunyan and Will Stewart titled “Russia Looks for
China’s Support in Europe: Putin and Xi Will Discuss ‘Aggressive Rhetoric’ by
U.S. and NATO as Vladimir’s Troops Stage Huge Live-Fire Drills Near Ukraine”
was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Dimitri Simes titled “Kremlin: China ‘Fully Supports’ Russia’s
Demands for Security Guarantees From NATO” was posted at cnsnews.com
on Dec. 15, 2021.
Comments about China
An article by Charlie Spiering titled “White House Confirms U.S. Will Play
China’s Genocide Olympics” was posted at Dec. 6, 2021.
An article by Frances Martel titled “Even Taiwan Won’t Boycott China’s
Genocide Olympics” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
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Comments about Russia
An article by James Carstensen titled “Germany Signals Delays on Nord
Stream 2 Pipeline, But Austria Wants the Russian Gas to Start Flowing” was
posted at cnsnews.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Rob Crilly titled “Ted Cruz Offers Democrats a Deal: Vote to
Reinstate Sanctions on Nord Stream 2 Pipeline That Delivers Gas From Russia
to Europe and I’ll Stop Blocking Biden’s Ambassador Nominations” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 14, 2021.
Comments about Afghanistan
An article by Chris Jewers titled “Taliban Have Beheaded or Hanged Dozens
of Prisoners and Publicly Displayed Their Bodies in Extrajudicial Killings While
Recruiting Child Soldiers, UN Report Reveals” was posted at dailymail.co.uk
on Dec. 14, 2021.
Comments about Australia
An article by Jack Mahony titled “[Prime Minister] Scott Morrison Slams
Rumors [That] Tennis Star Novak Djokovic Will Receive a Medical Exemption
for the Australian Open” was posted at skynews.com.au on Dec. 9, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “More Border Rules Ease in Australia Ahead of
Christmas Holidays” was posted at metro.us on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Ashlea Knickel titled “Australia to Become Hottest Place on
Earth This Week as Temperatures Soar to 50 C With ‘Exceptionally Hot Air
Mass’ Sweeping the Nation—So Is Your Town in for a Scorcher?” was posted
at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 14, 2021.
International covid news
An article by Andrew Neil titled “It’s Time to Punish Britain’s Five Million Vaccine
Refuseniks: They Put Us All at Risk of More Restrictions; So Why Shouldn’t We
Curb Some of Their Freedoms?” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 9, 2021.
An article by Chris Jewers titled “Tens of Thousands of Protesters March Through
Vienna With ‘No to Vaccine Fascism’ Signs in Furious Demonstration Against Compulsory Covid Shots” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “France Carrying Out 400 Investigations Into Networks
Providing Fake Covid Passes” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Berlin Expands Vaccine Drive to Children Aged 5
to 11” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Sarah Knapton titled “Omicron May Be No Worse Than Flu,
Says Government Adviser” was posted at telegraph.co.uk on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Peter Caddle titled “Dutch PM Tells Public Not to Cuddle
Grandkids as Christmas Is Cancelled in the Netherlands” was posted at
breitbart.com on Dec. 16, 2021.
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International miscellaneous news
A Reuters article by Marco Trujillo titled “Eruption in Spain’s La Palma Is Longest Running on Island, Experts Say” was posted at reuters.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Gary Gastelu titled “Toyota to Build Record 800,000 Vehicles
in January” was posted at foxbusiness.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by Gary Gastelu titled “Lexus Going All-Electric in Toyota’s $70
Billion Electrification Plan” was posted at foxbusiness.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by Ben Zeisloft titled “German Court Rules That Moving From
Bed to Home Office Counts as Commuting, Man Gets Worker’s Comp for
Slipping Down the Stairs” was posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Dennis Prager titled “Why You Should Come Out of the Closet
With Your Conservative Values” was posted at townhall.com on Dec. 7, 2021.
Following is the article.
__________
I received a phone call on my radio show from a man who said, “Dennis, I’m
a gay conservative actor in Hollywood, and it is far easier to come out of the
closet as gay than as a conservative.”
That call was in the 1980s.
While the current cancel culture—the firing, humiliation, disparagement and smearing—of conservatives is exponentially worse today than 30 years ago, it is not new.
As a result, the great majority of Americans who are conservative—that is, about
half the country—hide their true beliefs. They fear saying anything that differs
with the Left. This would include such reprehensible sentiments as the following.
With all its flaws, America is the finest country ever made.
Men do not give birth.
There are only two sexes.
A person’s color is the least important thing about them.
The greatest problem in black life is not whites but a lack of fathers.
A man who becomes a woman and then competes in women’s sports is cheating.
Posting to social media a video by a renowned epidemiologist, virologist or medical doctor who asserts that ivermectin and/or hydroxychloroquine with zinc,
when used early enough, almost always prevents hospitalization for covid-19.
The list is far longer than this. But if you think even this list overstates the
problem, put any of these statements on any mainstream social media platform and see what happens. See if any relatives drop you from Facebook or
even from their lives. See what your employer says or does. See what Twitter
or Facebook does to your account.
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There are valid reasons to fear publicly differing with the Left.
So, then, what arguments can be offered on behalf of coming out of the closet?
The first is this: For every person you alienate, you will likely bring at least
one new, wonderful person into your life.
Putting aside issues of courage, of standing for what is right, of saving
America from those working to destroy it, there is a great selfish reason to
come out of the closet: kindred spirits, i.e., good people, will discover you.
In 2020, I received an email from a young woman in her second year at
Harvard who told me that my book that explains the Left and America, “Still
the Best Hope,” had changed her from liberal to conservative. Needless to
say, I was intrigued to learn more about her and, as it happened, she lives—
as I do—in Los Angeles. So, I invited her to sit in on my radio show.
While speaking to her during commercial breaks, I was impressed enough to
ask if she would be willing to describe her political and moral metamorphosis
on the radio. I warned her that appearing on “The Dennis Prager Show” and
talking about her conservative views would likely lead to some lost friends,
angry, if not alienated, relatives, and attacks back at Harvard. I made that
case persuasively enough to give her pause and ask, “May I call my mother?”
She stepped out to make the call. When she returned to the studio, she
announced, “I’m coming on.”
About half a year later, she made another appearance on my show, and I
asked her what happened after her initial appearance.
“I went through two weeks of hell,” she responded.
As predicted, she lost friends she had had since elementary school, some relatives limited their contact with her, and some students back at Harvard
regarded her as an indecipherable sellout.
“Then what happened?” I asked.
“Then I entered heaven,” she responded.
She offered two big reasons.
One was that she began to sleep better than she had in years. The other was
the number of kindred spirits, all quality people, who reached out to her,
some of whom became friends.
Regarding reason one—sleeping better—staying in the closet exacts a serious
mental price on a person. One should not think only coming out of the closet exacts a price.
As for the second reason, virtually no price paid for coming out of the closet
is comparable to the rewards of doing so. There is little as happiness-inducing as having kindred spirits in your life.
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Now, is that worth losing one’s job? If you are sure you will lose your job and
no other job paying a comparable salary will be available, only you can answer that question. Similarly, if one of your children will stop talking to you
because you are not “woke,” it is not for me to advise you what to do. But
there are no other compelling arguments not to come out of the closet.
And there are at least two other arguments for coming out.
One is that you will respect yourself more. And so will others—including, quite
possibly, one or more of your children (and your grandchildren, if you have any).
And two: You will help save this country from tyranny. For some, that
should suffice.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Oliver North and David L. Goetsch titled “While Biden Slept:
Appeasement and Accommodation” was posted at creators.com on Dec. 14,
2021. Following is the article.
__________
Speaking to the House of Commons in 1948, Winston Churchill, paraphrasing
philosopher George Santayana, made a critical point: “Those that fail to learn
from history are doomed to repeat it.” In his book, “While England Slept,”
Churchill makes the case World War II could have been avoided had England’s
weak and feckless prime minister, Neville Chamberlain, not tried to appease
Germany’s power-hungry despot, Adolf Hitler.
We now have President Joe Biden taking Chamberlain’s approach with three
contemporary tyrants: Russia’s Vladimir Putin, Communist China’s Xi Jinping
and Iran’s “supreme leader,” Ali Khamenei. As Chamberlain learned, appeasing tyrants never works. It’s like trying to placate a hungry crocodile.
Biden and his advisors should immediately read Churchill’s book. The Biden
boys have failed to heed Churchill’s warnings about weakness and appeasement. The American people are now at far greater risk than pre-WWII England.
The parallels between the lead-up to WWII and what is happening now with
Russia, Communist China and Iran are staggering. In the 1930s, Hitler rearmed
Germany and formed an “Axis” with fascist leaders in Italy and Japan; they all
launched military campaigns to expand control over territory their respective
governments considered important. The “international community,” aka the
“League of Nations,” proved powerless to stop aggression on three continents.
Fast-forward to the present. Putin’s Russia covets Ukraine and is preparing to
seize that nation by military force if necessary. The People’s Republic of
China, led by the despot Xi, is bent on annexing Taiwan and eventual world
domination. Khamenei, the theocrat ruling Iran, is determined to acquire
nuclear weapons and the means of delivering them in order to destroy Israel
and Tehran’s “Great Satan”—the USA.
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These three dictators have as much regard for Biden as Hitler had for Chamberlain: none. Chamberlain naively believed diplomatic palaver would prevent
war. Many in Washington thought trade restrictions on Tokyo would curb
aggression in Asia. History proves both assumptions were wrong.
Putin, Xi and Khamenei scoff at diplomacy. Diplomacy is but a process all
three use to buy time and make promises they won’t keep. They are interested in outcomes, not processes.
All three dictators are the most powerful political authorities in their respective
countries. Each of them is head of state, commander in chief of their nations’ armed
forces and each exercise total control over intelligence services. All three dominate
the executive, legislative and judicial branches of their governments. Worse, all
three despots are now cooperating in ways dangerous to our national security.
Russian and Chinese military units are engaged in joint training exercises,
officer exchanges and collaboration on military and dual-use research and development. China is assisting Iran’s nuclear weapons and intercontinental
ballistic missile programs. Russia is providing advanced radars and anti-aircraft/missile systems to protect Iran’s nuclear sites.
All three of these tyrants view Biden as a stumbling, bumbling weakling backed
by militarily-neutered NATO nations. Putin can cut off fuel supplies to NATO
states and they will rush to make excuses for his aggression. Meanwhile, the
PRC is building up all aspects of its military, outpacing the U.S. in ship building and military aircraft production, as Biden’s woke Pentagon uses America’s
military to test arcane social justice theories.
Biden’s disastrous withdrawal from Afghanistan demonstrated to the world our
president lacks resolve. By abandoning U.S. citizens and allies to a ragtag band of
terrorists, he showed Putin, Xi and Khamenei they have nothing to fear from this
administration. The absence of fear means we are unable to deter their aggressive
ambitions. Let us pray Biden’s appeasement and accommodation don’t lead to war.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Michelle Malkin titled “Where in the World Is Hoax-Enabler Tina
Tchen?” was posted at creators.com on Dec. 14, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
Jussie Smollett, the drug-addicted, anti-white, anti-Trump celebrity who cried
wolf, was convicted last week on five out of six felony counts of disorderly
conduct after falsely reporting to Chicago police that he was a victim of a hate
crime attack in the sub-zero morning hours of Jan. 29, 2019.
Let us revel in the criminal comeuppance of a Hollywood liar. It’s rarer than
spotting a pair of MAGA redneck viewers of the liberal, anti-cop black TV
drama, “Empire,” at 2 a.m. in downtown Chicago. LOL.
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Speaking of whom, here’s a breaking news update in perpetuity: Smollett’s two
phantom conservative white assailants—who somehow recognized the C-list actor
and somehow knew he was gay and somehow just happened to be carrying around
a “noose” along with a hot sauce bottle filled with bleach—are still on the loose.
The fictional fugitives have gone the way of the “real” killer of Nicole Simpson
and Ron Goldman, the racist gang rapists who assaulted Tawana Brawley and the
white supremacist who hung that door pull—sorry, “noose”—in NASCAR driver
Bubba Wallace’s garage. It’s getting rather crowded in the liberal theater of manufactured racism. I know. I’ve been documenting the twisted phenomenon for
30 years, since my days at the hate crime hoax-hotbed of Oberlin College.
But there’s an important loose end, hanging limply like the rope around Smollett’s
neck, that deserves more scrutiny: Where in the world is the Obamas’ Chicago fixer
and Jussie fangirl Tina Tchen? Let me remind you of who this crony-state actor is.
Two months after Smollett and his bodybuilding bro buddies play-acted their
fantasy attack, Chicago Sun-Times reporters discovered that deep-pocketed
Obama campaign finance mega-bundler Tina Tchen had inserted herself in
the investigation. Tchen texted Cook County State’s Attorney Kim Foxx just
three days after the incident “on behalf of Jussie Smollett and family who I
know” to express “concerns.” She suggested that Foxx lean on Chicago Police
Superintendent Eddie Johnson to yield to the FBI, and she shared an unidentified Smollett family member’s cellphone number with Foxx.
Foxx texted back that she had done as requested and that Johnson was
“going to make the ask.” The unidentified relative rejoiced: “OMG this would
be a huge victory.”
As I reported at the time, the ties between Tchen and the Smollett family run deep.
Tchen and Smollett’s sister, Jurnee Smollett-Bell, joined together in March
2018 at South by Southwest in Austin to proclaim that “There Is No Time’s
Up Without Women Of Color.”
In May 2018, Tchen and Smollett-Bell took the stage together again–hand-inhand, glued at the hip—at the United State of Women Summit in Los Angeles
(where Tchen’s former boss and gal pal, Michelle Obama, also appeared).
Smollett-Bell and another sister, Jazz Smollett-Warwell, worked for the
Obama campaigns in 2008 and 2012 and volunteered as tireless surrogates.
My search of White House visitor logs shows Jurnee Smollett-Bell paying
at least one personal visit to “POTUS/FLOTUS” at their residence in March
2013 while Tchen was serving as a top strategist to both Obamas.
Since I wrote “Culture of Corruption” in 2009, I’ve tracked Tchen’s political
maneuverings in the Democrat Deep State.
Tchen personally shoveled more than $200,000 into the 2008 Obama presidential campaign coffers while a high-powered lawyer at white-shoe
Skadden Arps.
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Tchen served as special assistant to President Obama and then took over
as chief of staff in the East Wing for Mrs. Obama.
Tchen headed up the Obama White House Office of Public Engagement,
spearheaded by longtime Chicago pal and fellow corporate lawyer/bundler
Valerie Jarrett.
Tchen coordinated Hollywood celebrities to promote Obama’s domestic policy agenda through the taxpayer-subsidized National Endowment for the Arts.
Tchen was listed in 2009 White House visitor logs I reviewed as having met
there with radical left-wing billionaire George Soros, and as Breitbart’s Joel
Pollak noted, Soros donated a total of $408,000 to super PACs supporting Foxx’s
successful primary and general campaigns for Cook County state attorney.
There’s another set of related loose ends, too: How much did the Obamas
know, and did they instigate Tchen’s meddling in Smollett’s folly? Remember:
Michelle Obama hosted Jussie Smollett at a musical event at the White House
in 2016 and danced with him on stage at a College Signing Day Event in 2018.
I consider them all unindicted co-conspirators in the Smollett Swindle. And
they should pay.
Tchen has disappeared from public view since her fiasco with the #MeToo movement. She was forced to resign from the board in August after being exposed for
running cover for former New York Governor and accused sexual harasser Creepy
Andrew Cuomo. I reached out to her for comment this week on the Smollett verdict
and for her expert legal opinion as a high-powered lawyer on whether there be legal
consequences for aiding and abetting a convicted hate crime hoaxer. No response.
I have a feeling I’ll be waiting longer than O.J. Simpson’s victims for an answer.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Robert Cherry (white professor emeritus of economics at
Brooklyn College) titled “Black Lives Matter’s Betrayal of Black Life” was posted at newsweek.com on Dec. 13, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
Jussie Smollett’s conviction last week for inventing a hate crime should have led
to some soul-searching among the many who quickly accepted his hoax, not only
as true but as evidence of the persistence and pervasiveness of white supremacy in America. It should have–but didn’t. In a statement, Dr. Melina Abdullah,
director of Black Lives Matter Grassroots and co-founder of BLM Los Angeles,
doubled down on the movement’s support for Smollett. “In our commitment to
abolition, we can never believe police, especially the Chicago Police Department
(CPD) over Jussie Smollett, a Black man who has been courageously present, visible, and vocal in the struggle for Black freedom,” read a statement from BLM.
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Supporting a hate crime hoaxter in the name of racial solidarity is a far cry from
the movement’s origins in 2014 to shine a light on police brutality, particularly
the killing of unarmed Black men. But supporting Smollett, who made a mockery of racism, is not an aberration. Across the board, BLM has abandoned its
important goal to protect Black life in order to wage a culture war about race.
The Smollett statement came after another BLM proclamation urging people
not to do their Christmas shopping in white-owned stores. “When buying
items, spend exclusively with Black-owned businesses from Black Friday
through New Year,” BLM said on its website and Instagram. As justification,
the group cited a number of shootings at two Walmart locations and instances
of shoppers being racially profiled for being Black.
Even if in all instances police officers’ actions were criminal, the group found
six cases nationally over a six year period, and in none of them was the store
at fault. Moreover, four of the victims had not only committed offenses but
refused to obey police orders and presented a danger.
As in the case of Smollett, BLM decided to side with the malefactors instead
of with the shoppers–also people of color–they may have been threatening.
The most critical problem and the real betrayal to Black life is BLM’s resolute
unwillingness to acknowledge the devastating impact of gun violence on Black
communities. Whereas nationally 15 unarmed Black Americans were killed by
police in 2020, there were more than 1,000 Black homicides–of which 292
were children. But even for those lucky enough to escape being killed, sociologist Patrick Sharkey has documented the serious psychological problems children experience when they hear guns fired in their neighborhoods.
And yet, despite this growing and absolutely devastating problem of gun violence in Black neighborhoods, the only people you ever hear talk about it
come from the political Right. On the Left, it is routine to silence such concerns as a dogwhistle for racism Thus, the influential black magazine The
Root defended Black activists’ refusal to talk about it, arguing that bringing
up gun violence “is the repeated sleight of hand used to distract and drown
out the voices of Black Lives Matter... an oft-used ‘alt-right’ refrain.”
And this criticism is used even when the person bringing up gun violence is Black,
like actor and TV host Terry Crews who was viciously attacked after criticizing BLM
for ignoring the gun violence. Typical was the response of CNN host Don Lemon:
“But that’s not what the Black Lives Matter movement is about, Terry. Black Lives
Matter is about police brutality and about criminal justice. It’s not about what
happens in communities when it comes to crime, Black-on-Black crime.” If Crews
wanted to stem community violence, Lemon concluded, he should not expect BLM
to be the venue. “Form your own movement,” Lemon advised.
And this silence of Black Lives Matter and their media supporters when it
comes to Black life being stolen by gun violence has shown no sign of abating, even with homicides reaching levels not seen for more than twenty years.
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It’s about time those who truly believe that Black lives matter, who believe in
strengthening the Black family, who condemn racial hoaxes and reject demonizing all white people for the racist actions of some to separate themselves
from the BLM leadership. The moral force of the anti-racist movement is being
undermined by the BLM leadership. And we can’t afford for that to happen.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: The following article was written by a person who
has a negative perspective of the government officials and the companies involved
with covid vaccines. (If you want the current CDC perspective about vaccines, consider reading an article titled “Benefits of Getting a Covid-19 Vaccine” that was
posted at cdc.com on Nov. 29, 2021.)
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Vasko Kohlmayer titled “Children Are the Faultline in the Covid
Vaccine Narrative That Exposes the Fraud” was posted at americanthinker.
com on Dec. 3, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
When a faultline breaks open on the earth’s surface, it reveals the presence
of an underlying structural discontinuity that was previously unsuspected by
those casually passing by. Those who come across it suddenly realize that
things are not what they seem and that powerful forces are at work under
their feet which can at any point erupt in scenes of great upheaval.
Sometimes even the most adroit deceivers and manipulators commit an act
that is so utterly illogical and patently senseless that it breaks open a deep
fissure in their narrative which reveals the immensity and depth of their fraud
to everyone with eyes to see.
The vaccinators committed one such act when they insisted that children as
young as five years old be made to take their injections.
It is widely known that healthy children are at virtually zero risk of severe
outcomes from the Coronavirus. The CDC itself has told us that in the United
States only 66 children under the age of 12 have died of Covid in the past
twelve months. The vast majority—if not all—of those unfortunate children
suffered from serious life-threatening conditions. If we generously assume
that 10 of those children were healthy, then the probability of a healthy child
being struck by lightning is one thousand percent greater than that of an
American dying of Covid 19. (For reference, there were 120 people struck by
lightning in 2019 in the United States.)
While the chances of young children dying of Covid are infinitesimally small,
the dangers of vaccine injury and death are real. We know by now that the
Covid vaccines are by far the most deadly and dangerous vaccines ever
unleashed upon mankind. To wit, they are eight hundred times more deadly
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than the notorious smallpox vaccine which had previously claimed that infamous distinction.
To see just how deadly the Covid vaccines are consider the chart below. This
chart presents data from the VAERS database. VAERS, as you may know,
stands for Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System, which is a governmentrun facility that collects information about vaccine side effects.
The chart depicts the number of yearly death reports following vaccination for
the last thirty years. As you can see, the numbers held relatively steady from
1990 until 2020, and it was generally under 500 cases per year. This changed
dramatically toward the end of 2020 when the Covid vaccines were introduced. At that point, we see a rapid explosion of death reports. So exponential is the increase that the graph line shoots up almost vertically.
It is both astonishing and revealing that in the last 11 months there were
more reports of vaccine deaths than in the previous 29 years combined.
This should raise red flags all over because it is a good indication that there
is likely something seriously wrong with the Covid vaccines, and that these
hastily devised and inadequately tested pharmaceuticals are causing death
on an unprecedented scale.
The push to inject these concoctions into children who are for all practical
purposes at no risk from the disease itself is thus preposterous on its face.
Myocarditis and pericarditis have been of special concern in young people.
The misguided effort is already bearing its gruesome fruit as young children
die of heart attacks and strokes in numbers never seen before.
According to a cost-benefit analysis conducted by Toby Rogers, Ph.D., in the
5 to 11 age range, 117 healthy kids will have to die of vaccine-related side
effects in order to save one child from perishing of Covid 19. Lest you may
be tempted to think that this is the prediction of some fringe conspiracy theorist, we recommend that you check out Dr. Rogers’ credentials. He has professionally specialized in precisely this kind of analysis for a number of years.
Neither will vaccinating children bring any benefits to the community at large.
We now know that the vaccines will not protect children from contracting
infection and then passing it onto others. We have this from no less authority than CDC Director Rochelle Walensky who confessed in her August 5 interview with CNN that the vaccines can no longer “prevent transmission.”
Walensky’s admission has been fully borne out by data coming from highly
vaccinated countries. A number of such nations — with vaccination rates of
75 percent or above — have not only not achieved the promised herd immunity, but instead experienced massive surges of cases. So much for the vaccines reducing the incidence of Covid 19 in the population.
Forcing vaccines upon children is completely illogical and makes no sense
from the point of view of individual or public health.
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Given that children are at virtually zero risk of severe Covid and injecting
them will not reduce the spread of infection, vaccination of children is a completely senseless measure. This should be even more obvious in light of the
serious risks that these vaccines carry.
The grotesque absurdity of vaccinating children against Covid glaringly
reveals the fraudulent nature of the whole vaccination enterprise. The push
to jab children rips open a major faultline in the vaccination narrative which
is based on the claim that all this is being done in the name of public health.
The fact that those pushing this false narrative are willing to play with the lives
of children in exchange for no demonstrable health benefits to either children
or society exposes the sinister nature of the forces that drive this process.
The drive to inject children exposes the vaccination enterprise for the
immense fraud and a gaslighting operation it really is.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines are about articles that
involve the United States. The articles were not posted, but the headlines
give the essence of the story.
__________
Comments about abortion
An article by Dr. Susan Berry titled “Guatemala President [Alejandro Giammattei] Keynotes DC Pro-Life Reception [on Dec. 7]—After Biden Excludes Him Democracy Summit [on Dec. 9-10]” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Rebecca Shabad titled “Chief Justice John Roberts Warns Supreme
Court Over Texas Abortion Law” was posted at nbcnews.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Jordan Boyd titled “SCOTUS Keeps Texas Heartbeat Law
Alive, But Roberts Joins Court’s Left-Wing in Foreshadowing Pro-Abortion
Dissent” was posted at thefederalist.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Dr. Susan Berry titled “Supreme Court Allows Texas Abortion
Law to Remain in Effect While Lawsuit Continues Against It” was posted at
breitbart.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Kelsey Reichmann titled “Abortion Providers Get Supreme Court
Backing to Fight Texas Ban” was posted at courthousenews.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Penny Starr titled “Pro-Life Groups Respond to SCOTUS
Decision to Let Texas Heartbeat Act Stand as Litigation Continues: Life Is
Winning” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Madeline Leesman titled “Kamala Harris: ‘Women Will Die’ if
SCOTUS Strikes Down Abortion Rights” was posted at townhall.com on Dec.
13, 2021.
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An article by Amanda Prestigiacomo titled “Whoopi [Goldberg] Says She’s
‘Pro-Life,’ Makes Stunning Admission About Abortion; and Then [Switched
Gears and] Promotes It” was posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
Comments about abortion sanctuary
An article by Hannah Knowles and Maria Luisa Paul titled “Abortion Bans
and Sanctuary Plans: States Are Preparing for a Possible Future Without Roe
v. Wade” was posted at washingtonpost.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
Wanting to pack Supreme Court to keep abortion
An article by Jessica Levinson titled “Biden Used the Supreme Court
Commission to Give the Appearance of Caring About Reform [Missing the
Opportunity to Pack the Court to Keep Abortion]” was posted at msnbc.com
on Dec. 12, 2021.
Orchestrated reset—about the economy, not climate
Looking back to July 2019, an article by Adam Shaw titled “AOC’s Top Aide
Admits Green New Deal About the Economy, Not Climate” was posted at
foxnews.com on July 12, 2019.
An article by James P. Pinkerton titled “Biden’s Green New Deal=China
First” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 4, 2021.
An article by J.B. Shurk titled “The Great Reset Crowd’s Overreach Will Come
Back to Bite Them” was posted at americanthinker.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Charlie Spiering titled “Kamala Harris: Time for ‘Restructuring’ Economic System to Ensure ‘Equitable Distribution’ ” was posted at
breitbart.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
Tornadoes across six states
An article by Lauren Lewis, Keith Griffith and Harriet Alexander titled “At
Least 70 Are Killed by 18 Tornadoes in Kentucky’s Deadliest Storm in 130
Years: More Than 100 Deaths Expected Across Six States as Twisters Level
Entire Towns” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Melissa Koenig and Natasha Anderson titled “Veteran Card,
Black and White Family Photos and a Bible Are Among Precious Personal
Items Found Up to 130 Miles Away After Devastating Tornado Blasted
Through the Midwest Killing 74 and Flattening Thousands of Homes” was
posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 13, 2021.
Comments about climate warriors
An article by Kyle Morris titled “Biden Uses Tornado Tragedy to Push
Climate Agenda, Suggests Storms Are ‘Consequence of the Warming’ ” was
posted at foxnews.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
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An article by Keith Griffith titled “FEMA Boss Says Storms Like Kentucky
Tornadoes [Which Were] Feared to Have Killed More Than 100 Will Be the
‘New Normal’ Because of Climate Change and Calls It ‘the Crisis of Our
Generation’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Paul Bois titled “[Actor] Mark Ruffalo Hours After Tornadoes
Killed Dozens: ‘This Is What Climate Catastrophe Looks Like’ ” was posted at
breitbart.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Trent Baker titled “Climate Alarmist Michael Mann: We Need
to Pass Build Back Better [Spending Bill] to Keep Tornadoes From Getting
Worse” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Spencer Brown titled “No, Science Doesn’t Confirm Climate
Change Causes Tornado Carnage” was posted at townhall.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Spencer Brown titled “Can Joe Biden Tell Hurricanes and
Tornadoes Apart?” was posted at townhall.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
Comments about rich getting richer
An article by Alana Goodman titled “Biden Megadonor Scores $500 Million
Federal Loan for Solar Company” was posted at freebeacon.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
Comments about fossil fuel
An article by Vijay Jayaraj titled “Energy Dichotomy: Asian Coal Gains Momentum as Biden Undermines U.S. Economy” was posted at americanthinker.com on
Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “The Stealth Gas-Heating Tax” was posted at
wsj.com on Dec. 9, 2021.
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “There’s a Massive Gas Tax in Biden’s
Spending Bill” was posted at townhall.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
Comments about electric vehicles
An article by Peter Valdes-Dapena titled “Harley-Davidson Is Spinning Off
Its Electric Motorcycle Brand” was posted at cnn.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
Deficit
An article by Terence P. Jeffrey titled “Federal Debt Equals About $287,859 Per
Income-Tax-Paying Household” was posted at cnsnews.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
The 10-Year “Build Back Better” $3.5 trillion spending bill
An article by Staff titled “Immunization Infrastructure Modernization Act
H.R. 550: Cost to Taxpayers $400 Million” was posted at taxconnections.com
on Dec. 3, 2021.
An article by Sean Moran titled “CBO [Congressional Budget Office]: Build
Back Better Act Increases Deficit by $3 Trillion” was posted at breitbart.com
on Dec. 10, 2021.
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An article by John Rigolizzo titled “Biden to [Late-Night Host] Jimmy
Fallon: ‘Build Back Better’ is ‘Paid For’—Won’t Increase ‘Deficit One Penny’ ”
was posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Biden Mocked for Bragging U.S. Pays Bills on
Time by Increasing Debt: ‘An Oxymoron Without the Oxy’ ” was posted at
dailywire.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Alan Fram titled “New Inflation Number Feeds Angst About Democrats’ $1.2 Trillion [Spending] Bill” was posted at apnews.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Obama Economists [Larry Summers and Steven
Rattner] Warn: Biden’s Build Back Better Will Make Inflation Worse; Stimulus
Caused Inflation” was posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Morgan Phillips titled “Biden’s Build Back Better Plan Could
Double the Cost of Childcare and Act as an Up to $30,000 Tax on Middle Class
Families, Study Claims” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Melanie Arter titled “Sen. Tim Scott: ‘The Bone-Crushing, LifeChanging, Hope-Stealing, Job-Killing Aspects of the BBB Includes Increasing
Your Child Care Costs’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by Nicholas Ballasy titled “Democrats and White House Attack
CBO [Congressional Budget Office] for Scoring Permanent 10-Year Costs of
Biden Spending Bill” was posted at justthenews.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by Clare Foran, Manu Raju and Phil Mattingly titled “Talks Between Manchin and Biden at Standstill as Build Back Better Likely Stalled Until
Next Year” was posted at cnn.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
Inflation
An article by Charlie Spiering titled “Biden Calls High Inflation ‘Bump in the
Road’; Blames Coronavirus, Not Trillions in Government Spending” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
Government taxation
An article by Terence P. Jeffrey titled “565,135,000,000: Federal Tax Collections
Set Record Through November” was posted at cnsnews.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
Replacing Kellogg Union Workers
Looking back to October 2021, an article by Tea Kvetenadze titled “1,400
Kellogg’s Cereal Workers Go on Strike Across U.S.” was posted at forbes.com
on Oct. 5, 2021.
Looking back to October 2021, an article by Will Pavia titled “Frostie Relations as Kellogg’s Factory Staff Strike in U.S. Over Moving Jobs to Mexico”
was posted at archive.md on Oct. 7, 2021.
Looking back to October 2021, an article by Joel B. Pollak titled “Kellogg’s
Faces Left-Wing Boycott in Solidarity With Cereal Workers on Strike” was
posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 7, 2021.
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An article by Daniella Genovese titled “Striking Kellogg Cereal Workers Reject Tentative Agreement for New 5-Year Contract” was posted at foxbusiness.
com on Dec. 8, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Deafening Silence: Top Democrats Hush as LeftWing Kellogg’s Company Set to Replace American Union Workers” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Michael Lee titled “Biden Says He Is ‘Deeply Troubled’ by
Kellogg’s Plan to Permanently Replace Striking Workers” was posted at
foxbusiness.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
Finances
An article by Zahra Tayeb titled “Gordon Ramsay [International Chef and
Restaurateur] Moves Restaurant HQ to Texas From California as His Huge
Brand Expansion Plans Start to Take Shape” was posted at businessinsider.
com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Ben Zeisloft titled “American Airlines to Hire 18,000 as Unexplained
Flight Cancellations Continue” was posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
Labor shortage
An article by Gina Martinez titled “ ‘Biden Gave Out Way Too Much Free
Money and Nobody Wants to Work Anymore’: Alaska iHop Posts Message
Blaming the President for Reduction in Opening Hours” was posted at dailymail.
co.uk on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Emily McCormick titled “Jobless Claims: Another 206,000 Individuals Filed New Claims, Rising From 52-Year Low” was posted at yahoo.
com on Dec. 16, 2021.
Kamala Harris and illegal immigration
Looking back to October 2021, an article by Joshua Caplan titled “Al
Sharpton Complains Biden Is Giving VP Harris ‘Marginal’ Assignments” was
posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 28, 2021.
An article by Penny Starr titled “Kamala Harris Announces $1.2 Billion
Private Sector Investment in Central America as Border Crisis Continues” was
posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Rob Crilly titled “Psaki Insists Kamala Harris Is Still in Charge
of Addressing the ‘Root Causes’ of Migration After Guatemalan President Said
He Hasn’t Heard From the VP Since Her June Trip” was posted at dailymail.
co.uk on Dec. 13, 2021.
Illegal immigration
An article by Matthew Boyle titled “DeSantis Will Issue Emergency Order
Barring State Licenses for Florida Facilities That House Illegal Alien Children
From Biden Border Crisis” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
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An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “DeSantis’ New Florida Budget Includes
Millions to Begin Deporting Illegal Aliens Out of Florida” was posted at
dailywire.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by John Binder titled “DeSantis Seeks $8 Million to Bus Illegal
Aliens Out of Florida to Biden’s Delaware, Obama’s Martha Vineyard” was
posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Tierney Sneed and Priscilla Alvarez titled “Appeals Court Rules
Against Biden Administration’s Termination of ‘Remain in Mexico’ Policy” was
posted at cnn.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
A video and an article by Tom Pappert titled “Video: Trashed UN Pamphlets
Found in Mexico Tell Illegal Immigrants How to Get Refugee Status in
America” were posted at nationalfile.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
A video and an article by Mary Louise Kelly titled “Deported Activists
Allowed Back Into the U.S., Saying ICE Retaliated Against Them” were posted at npr.org on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Ildeponso Ortiz, Randy Clark and Brandon Darby titled “Texas
Border Police Detective Arrested for Allegedly Harboring Migrants” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by Neil Munro titled “Pro-Migration Activists Accelerate ‘Hate’ Campaign vs. Immigration Reformers” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 16, 2021.
Truth about immigration and voting
Looking back to July, an article by Julio Rosas titled “There It Is: NYT Op-Ed
[by Alossa Araxia Abrahamian] Gives the Game Away by Wanting to Let NonCitizens to Vote in U.S. Elections” was posted at townhall.com on July 29, 2021.
Looking back to July, an article by Rebecca Downs titled “NYT Guest Essay Opinion Piece [Alossa Araxia Abrahamian] Claims ‘There Is No Good Reason You Should
Have to Be a Citizen to Vote’ ” was posted at townhall.com on July 31, 2021.
Looking back to November 2021, an article by Jordan Boyd titled “NYC Is
About to Let 800,000 Noncitizen Immigrants Vote in Its Elections” was posted at thefederalist.com on Nov. 23, 2021.
An article by Jennie Taer titled “ ‘Take Migrants at Their Word’: Republicans
Criticize Process Allowing Illegal Immigrants to Get Through Airport Security
Without ID” was posted at dailycaller.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
Comments about election matters
An article by Katherine Hamilton titled “Poll: Majority of Democrats Support Voter ID Laws Despite Race-Baiting Propaganda” was posted at
breitbart.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Jordan Boyd titled “After Bullying MLB [Major League Baseball] Into Boycotting Atlanta [Because of Misrepresenting Voter ID Laws],
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Biden Administration Tells Corporations That Sponsoring Communist China’s
Olympics Is Just Fine” was posted at thefederalist.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “Biden Won’t Push Companies to Drop
Beijing Olympics Over Genocide; He Pushed MLB Boycott Over GOP Law
[Correcting Voter ID Abuses]” was posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Biden and Harris Warn Against Threats to Voting Rights
at DNC Event [Holiday Fundraiser]” was posted at thehill.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by John Solomon titled “Democrat Push for Ballot Drop Boxes
Boomerangs as Key Georgia Senator [Butch Miller] Moves to Outlaw Them”
was posted at justthenews.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Geoff Earle, Emily Goodin and Nikki Schwab titled “Now Biden
Lurches to ‘Freedom to Vote’ Act After Manchin Tanked His Plans to Pass
Signature $1.75 Trillion Build Back Better Bill Before Christmas: Wants to Ban
Requiring ID Cards to Vote” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by Ethel C. Fenig titled “Stalin and Biden Agree: Who Gets
to Count the Votes Matters More Than Who Gets to Vote” was posted at
americanthinker.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
Wanting to eliminate Senate filibuster to pass voting law
An article by Ashe Schow titled “[South Carolina Democrat] Jim Clyburn
Says Democrats Will ‘Get Around’ Filibuster to Pass Progressive Voting Expansion” was posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Burgess Everett titled “[Kyrsten] Sinema Pops Democrats’ Filibuster Trial Balloon on Voting Rights” was posted at politico.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by Ja’han Jones titled “Sen. Raphael Warnock Takes Manchin,
Sinema to Task Over Immoral Conservatism [for Not Eliminating the Filibuster]” was posted at msnbc.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
Comments about defunding the police
Looking back to October 2021, a video and an article by Wayne Dupree
titled “Dems Claim They Don’t Support Defunding the Police: This Video Says
Different” were posted at waynedupree.com on Oct. 7, 2021.
An article by Liz Navratil titled “Minneapolis Police Spending Rises as
Defund Movement Fades” was posted at startribune.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Natasha Anderson, Geoff Earle and Melissa Koenig titled “San
Francisco’s Woke Mayor [London Breed] Wakes Up! London Breed Performs
Screeching U-Turn on ‘Defund the Police’ Strategy and Slams ‘Reign of Criminals’:
Calls for ‘Bulls**t’ Progressive Policies That Have Destroyed City to Be Replaced
With ‘More Aggressive’ Policing” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by Peter Hasson titled “NFL Funding ‘Defund the Police’ Groups Through
‘Inspire Change’ Program” was posted at foxbusiness.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
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Comments about smash-and-grab
An article by Jeff Charles titled “NYC Mayor-Elect Eric Adams Puts WouldBe Rioters on Notice” was posted at redstate.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Natasha Anderson titled “Armed Chicago Robbers Steal Eight
Watches Worth Millions From Lamborghini Car Showroom Despite Heightened
Cop Presence: Owner Blasts ‘Weak’ Mayor Lori Lightfoot and State Attorney
Kim Foxx” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Olga R. Rodriguez and Janie Har titled “San Francisco’s Vaunted
Tolerance Dims Amid Brazen Crimes” was posted at apnews.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Richard Winton titled “Smash-and-Grab Robbery Rings Organize on Social Media, [California Attorney General Rob] Bonta Says” was
posted at latimes.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
Comments about weapons
An article by Stephen M. Lepore titled “ ‘I Have a Right to Protect My
Property’: Washington Man Shoots Dead One Burglar and Injures Another
After They Burst Into His Home at 4:30 a.m.” was posted at dailymail.co.uk
on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Emma Colton titled “California Would-Be Victim Manages to
Get Robbers’ Gun, Uses It Against Them Shooting One Dead” was posted at
foxnews.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Michelle Thompson titled “A Brand-New Way of Approaching School
Shootings’: How Michigan Prosecutor Karen McDonald Made and ‘Instinctual’ and
Rare Decision to Charge Ethan Crumbley’s Mother and Father—and How It Could
Set a U.S. Precedent” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Liam Dillon titled “In Response to Texas Abortion Ban,
Newsom Calls for Similar Restrictions on Assault Weapons” was posted at
latimes.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Pam Key titled “[Actor Rob] Reiner: Trump Followers ‘Are Not
Hesitant to Use Guns’—’We Have to Stop’ the [Alleged] Coup Now” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
Comments about January 6 Capitol riot
An article by Betsy Woodruff Swan and Kyle Cheney titled “Trump Campaign Lawyer Authored Two Memos Claiming Pence Could Halt Biden’s Victory” was posted at politico.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “Liz Cheney Mocked as Mark Meadows’s Texts
Suggest No ‘Insurrection’ Plot” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
Comments about government and corporate snooping
An article by Katherine Hamilton titled “ ‘Tool to Enforce Orwellian Rules’:
80 House Republicans Help Pass Bill to Fund Federal Vaccination Database”
was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 1, 2021.
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An article by Holly Hansen titled “[Texas Republican] Dan Crenshaw Fires Back
at Critics Over Vaccine Database Vote [Saying that H.R. 550 Supported by 80
Republicans Does Not Create a Vaccine Database, but Rather Puts Restrictions
Upon an Earlier Democrat Bill]” was posted at thetexan.news on Dec. 6, 2021.
An article by Adam Manno titled “Operation Whistle Pig: Customs and Border
Patrol Secret Unit Used Country’s Most Sensitive Databases to Spy on U.S.
Citizens That Included 20 Journalists, Government Officials, Congressional
Members and NGO Workers” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 11, 2021.
Comments about government and corporate censorship
An article by Michelle Jones titled “Facebook Asserts in a Court Filing That
‘Fact Checks’ Created by Third-Party Organizations and Used to Remove
Content or To Suspend Users Are Nothing More Than ‘Protected Opinions’ ”
was posted at insiderpaper.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Facebook Admits the Truth: ‘Fact Checks’ Are
Really Just (Lefty) Opinion” was posted at nypost.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
Comments about free speech
An article by Craig Bannister titled “Rep. Jim Jordan: Today’s Democrats
Won’t Allow Debate, So ‘You Just Have to Stop Their Crazy Policies’ ” was
posted at cnsnews.com on Dec. 7, 2021.
Are parents domestic terrorists?
An article by Ashe Schow titled “School Board Association That Wrote
Letter Comparing Parents to Domestic Terrorists Has Lost $1 Million” was
posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
Comments about educating our youth
An article by Phil Shiver titled “Virginia High School Lowers Standards So
Much That Students Don’t Even Need to Try on Final Exams or Complete
Assignments on Time” was posted at theblaze.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
Comments about teacher unions
An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “Teachers Union Head [Becky Pringle of
National Education Association] Wants Education Pulled Even Further Left”
was posted at townhall.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
Comments about racism and white supremacy
An article by Shannon Thaler titled “Minneapolis Instacart Driver Destroys
Elderly Couple’s Groceries Over Pro-Police Sign in Their Front Yard and Leaves
Message Branding Them ‘Racist’ and Saying ‘F*** the Police’ ” was posted at
dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Harriet Alexander titled “University of Minnesota’s ‘Antiracism
and Healthy Equity Center’ Claims ‘Birthing People’ Are at a Higher Risk of
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Premature Deliveries in Over-Policed Neighborhoods” was posted at dailymail.
co.uk on Dec. 15, 2021.
Comments about critical race theory
An article by Kelsey Vlamis titled “Gov. Ron DeSantis Quotes Martin Luther
King Jr. While Proposing a Florida Bill Allowing Parents to Sue Schools That Teach
Critical Race Theory” was posted at businessinsider.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
Comments about Marxist BLM corporation
Looking back to June 2020, an article by Mark Moore titled “BLM Leader
[Hawk Newsome]: If Change Doesn’t Happen, Then ‘We Will Burn Down This
System’ ” was posted at nypost.com on June 25, 2020.
An article by James Gordon titled “Fox Anchor Martha MacCallum Clashes
With New York BLM Leader Hawk Newsome as She Challenges Him Over
Reinstating Plainclothes NYPD Units: He Tells Her Not to ‘Throw’ White Privilege
During Heated Interview” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Black Lives Matter Stands by
Convicted Hoaxer Jussie Smollett After Guilty Verdict” was posted at
breitbart.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
Comments about police “misconduct”
Looking back to November 2021, an article by Heather Hollingsworth and Margaret Stafford titled “Missouri Man Exonerated in 3 Killings, Free After 4 Decades
[Wrongfully Convicted in 1979]” was posted at apnews.com on Nov. 24, 2021.
Looking back to November, an article by Andy Corbley titled “Thousands
Have Donated $1.6 Million to Innocent Man Freed From Prison After 43-Year
Wrongful Conviction” was posted at goodnewsnetwork.org on Nov. 30, 2021.
An article by Biba Adams titled “Black Man Wrongfully Detained by Police at
U.S. Bank in Viral Bodycam Video” was posted at thegrio.com on Dec. 9, 2021.
An article by Noah A. McGee titled “Video Shows Black Man Being Handcuffed for Trying to Cash His Own Check at a Minnesota Bank” was posted at
theroot.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Minyvonne Burke titled “Black Woman Handcuffed Naked
During Raid at Wrong House Set to Get $2.9 Million From Chicago” was posted at nbcnews.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
Comments about district attorney “misconduct”
An article by Kay Smythe titled “Democrat-Run Cities With Soros-Backed
DAs Are Watching Crime Spiral Out of Control” was posted at thenationalpulse.
com on Dec. 12, 2021.
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An article by Katie Daviscourt titled “Seattle City Council Introduces Bill to
Take Decision of Which Cases to Prosecute Away From City Attorney” was
posted at thepostmillennial.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Libby Emmons titled “White House Refuses to Admit That
‘Soft on Crime’ Prosecutors Lead to Spikes in Crime” was posted at
thepostmillennial.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
Comments about Waukesha tragedy
An article by Mia Cathell titled “Jill Biden, Douglas Emhoff [But Not Impaired Joe Biden] to Visit Waukesha Weeks After Massacre” was posted at
thepostmillennial.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
Comments about Jussie Smollett trial
An article by Barnini Chakraborty titled “Cook County DA Kim Foxx Under
Fire Following Jussie Smollett Verdict” was posted at washingtonexaminer.
com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Stephanie Nolasco titled “Jussie Smollett Verdict: City of
Chicago Will ‘Continue to Pursue Its Lawsuit’ [a Civil Action was filed in 2019
for $130,000 in Police Costs] Against the ‘Empire’ Actor” was posted at
foxnews.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Matt Vespa titled “Who Fell for the Jussie Smollett Hate Crime
Hoax? Oh, We Have the Receipts” was posted at townhall.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Charlie Spiering titled “White House Admits ‘Lessons Learned’
After Biden, Harris Defended ‘Shameful’ Jussie Smollett” was posted at
breitbart.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Biden, Harris Leave Up Tweets Supporting Smollett, After [Smollett] Found Guilty of Lying About Hate Crime” was posted at
justthenews.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Keith Griffith and Jennifer Smith titled “ ‘If He Were a
Republican He’d Be in Jail for 25 Years’: Trump Calls Jussie Smollett’s Fake
MAGA Race Attack ‘A Hate Crime in Reverse’ Following Actor’s Guilty Verdict”
was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Warner Todd Huston titled “[Hawaii Democrat] Tulsi Gabbard
Says Let Jussie Smollett Be a Warning to ‘Future Hoaxers’: Sentence Him to
the Fullest Extent” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Michelle Thompson titled “ ‘I’m Glad He Got Caught in His
Lie’: Chicago Pastor [Corey Brooks] Says He’s Happy Jussie Smollett Was
Found Guilty After the Actor Tried to Stoke Racial Tensions With His Hate
Crime Hoax” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 14, 2021.
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Do you remember what Biden said about mandatory vaccines?
Looking back to September 2021, an article by Michael W. Chapman titled
“Biden in December 2020: ‘I Don’t Think’ Covid Vaccinations ‘Should Be
Mandatory’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on Sept. 9, 2021.
Looking back to September 2021, a video and an article by Tom Porter titled
“Video Shows President-Elect Biden Saying 10 Months Ago He Wouldn’t Make
Vaccines Mandatory” were posted at businessinsider.com on Sept. 10, 2021.
Looking back to September 2021, an article by Spencer Brown titled “11
Times the Biden Administration Lied About Vaccine Mandates” was posted at
townhall.com on Sept. 15, 2021.
Do you remember what Psaki said about vaccine mandates?
Looking back to October 2021, an article by Hannah Bleau titled “White
House in July: [Jen Psaki Asserted That] Vaccine Mandates Are ‘Not the Role
of the Federal Government’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 2, 2021.
Do you remember what Pelosi said about vaccine mandates?
Looking back to November 2021, an article by Staff titled “Nancy Pelosi:
‘We Cannot Require Someone to Be Vaccinated, That’s Just Not What We Can
Do’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on Nov. 4, 2021.
Do you remember what Fauci said about vaccine mandates?
Looking back to August 2020, an article by Amanda Watts titled “Fauci
Does Not Foresee a Covid-19 Vaccine Mandate in the United States” was
posted at cnn.com on Aug. 18, 2020.
Looking back to August 2021, an article by Hannah Bleau titled “Anthony
Fauci ‘in Favor’ of Vaccine Mandates Despite Admitting People Cannot Be
Forced” was posted at breitbart.com on Aug. 14, 2021.
Do you remember what CDC said about vaccine mandates?
Looking back to September 2021, an article by Spencer Brown titled
“Flashback: CDC Director [Robyn Walensky] Said [on July 30, 2021] ‘There
Will Be No Federal Mandate’ ” was posted at townhall.com on Sept. 10, 2021.
Is it technically a vaccine mandate?
Looking back to October 2021, an article by Joy Pullmann titled “Joe
Biden’s Vaccine Mandate Doesn’t Exist [Legally]; It’s Just a Press Release
[Although Major Corporations and Businesses Are Enforcing It]” was posted
at thefederalist.com on Oct. 7, 2021.
Vaccines versus Omicron
A Reuters article by Mrinalika Roy titled “Most Reportedly U.S. Omicron Cases
Have Hit the Fully Vaccinated—CDC” was posted at reuters.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
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An article by Antony Sguazzin titled “Johnson & Johnson Loses Antibody Protection Against Omicron in Study” was posted at bloomberg.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Susan Jones titled “Fauci: ‘Omicron Is Going to Be a Challenge’; Vaccines ‘Don’t Do Very Well Against Infection Itself’ ” was posted at
csnnews.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
Science questions effectiveness of recent vaccines
Looking back to July 2021, an article by Jackie Salo titled “CDC Warns
Covid-19 May Be a Few Mutations Away From Evading Vaccines” was posted
at nypost.com on July 27, 2021.
Looking back to August 2021, an article by Chris Tomlinson titled “Swedish
[Vaccine] Expert [Matt Sallberg] Claims People Could Require as Many as Five
Covid Vaccine Shots” was posted at breitbart.com on Aug. 5, 2021.
An article by Hannah Bleau titled “Fauci: We Haven’t Proven That Vaccines,
Boosters Protect Against Omicron Variant” was posted at breitbart.com on
Dec. 3, 2021.
An article by Mansur Shaheen titled “Effectiveness of the Moderna and Pfizer
Vaccines at Preventing Hospitalization From Covid Drops as Low as 75% After
120 Days, CDC Study Finds” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 9, 2021.
An article by Doug Livingston titled “She Was Vaccinated but Got Covid;
Millions Face Waning Immunity, Booster Confusion” was posted at
beaconjournal.com (Akron, Ohio) on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Maayan Jaffe-Hoffman titled “Three Shots of Pfizer Covid Vaccine 4
Times Less Effective Against Omicron” was posted at jpost.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Keith Griffith titled “Revealed: A Third of America’s 43 Omicron Covid Cases Had Their Booster Shots as Fauci Says He’s ‘Continuing to
Evaluate’ Whether Two Shots Are Sufficient to Qualify as ‘Fully Vaccinated’ ”
was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Francis Agustin titled “Dr. Fauci Says It’s ‘Tough to Tell’ If There
Will Be a Need for Annual Covid-19 Booster, but If There Is, ‘Then We’ll Just
Have to Deal With It’ ” was posted at businessinsider.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Harvey Risch, Robert W. Malone and Byram Bridle titled
“Forcing People Into Covid Vaccines Ignores Important Scientific Information”
was posted at thefederalist.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Dr. Joseph Mercola titled “Scientific Journal Censorship With
Dr. Malone” was posted at mercola.com on Dec. 16, 2021.
Implementing the vaccine “mandate”
An article by John Rigolizzo titled “Pentagon Considering Vaccine Booster
Mandate for Military” was posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
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An article by Madeleine Hubbard titled “Four States [Indiana, Maine, New
Hampshire and New York] Enlist National Guard to Help Battle Health Care
Staffing Crisis” was posted at justthenews.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
A Reuters article by Staff titled “Unvaccinated Kroger Employees to Lose
Some Benefits” was posted at reuters.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Rob Crilly titled “Rand Paul Says ‘Knee Jerk’ Travel Bans Will
Not Stop Omicron’s Spread Because It Is Already in More Than Half of States
and 40 Countries: Slams Fauci’s ‘Impulse for Authoritarianism’ ” was posted
at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “Supreme Court Rules Against New York
Healthcare Workers Seeking Religious Exemptions” was posted at townhall.
com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Harriet Alexander titled “Now Children Aged Five and Older
Will Have to Show Proof of Vaccination to Be Allowed Into Restaurants and
Theaters in New York City Under Mayor De Blasio’s Sweeping Mandate” was
posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 14, 2021.
Changing views about vaccine mandate
An article by Melanie Arter titled “Amtrak to Cut Back on Long-Distance
Service Because of Vaccine Mandate Despite 94 Percent Vaccinated
Workforce” was posted at cnsnews.com on Dec. 9, 2021.
An article by Keith Griffith titled “Amtrak Suspends Covid Vaccine Mandate
and No Longer Plans to Cut Service Next Month: Biden’s Cherished Rail
Service Says Legal Disputes Over His Order Forced It to Reassess Policy” was
posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 14, 2021.
Resisting the vaccine mandate
An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “Papers, Please: Fauci’s Advice for
Holiday Gatherings Is Outrageous [to Check the Vaccine Status of Everyone
Entering Your Home]” was posted at townhall.com on Dec. 9, 2021.
An article by Craig Bannister titled “Rand Paul Tells Fauci His Christmas
Gathering of ‘57 Strong’ Has Only One Requirement—And It’s Not Proof of
Vaccination [But Rather ‘The Only Requirement Is Having Read the
Constitution’]” was posted at cnsnews.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Biden on Americans Concerned About Vaccine
Mandates Violating Personal Liberty: ‘What’s the Big Deal?’ ” was posted at
dailywire.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Alastair Talbot titled “General Hospital Veteran Star Ingo
Rademacher Is Suing ABC After Being Booted From Show for Refusing to Get
Vaccinated” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 13, 2021.
A Reuters article by Idrees Ali titled “U.S. Air Force Removes 27 Service Members
for Refusing Covid-19 Vaccine” was posted at reuters.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
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An article by Adriana Diaz and Snejana Farberov titled “Navy Begins
Kicking Out 5,731 Active-Duty Sailors as Army Prepares to Ax 3,800 Soldiers
for Refusing to Get the Covid Vaccine After Air Force Became First U.S.
Military Branch to Fire 27 Service Members for Rejecting the Jab” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 16, 2021.
Attacking the unvaccinated
An article by Kendall Tietz titled “Teachers Union Official’s Facebook Post
[Mollie Paige Mumau Is an English Teacher at a Pennsylvania High School]
Says People With Religious Vaccine Exemptions Deserve to Die, Suggests
GOP Commit Mass Murder” was posted at dailysignal.com on Dec. 7, 2021.
Defending the unvaccinated
An article by Scott Morefield titled “Ben Carson Defends the Unvaccinated:
‘Last Thing in the World We Need to Be Doing Is Villainizing’ Them” was posted at townhall.com on Dec. 5, 2021.
Vaccine mandates for kids
An article by Morgan Keith titled “Fauci Pleads With Parents to Get Their
Children Vaccinated as Fewer That 1 in 5 Eligible American Children Are Protected
Against Covid-19” was posted at businessinsider.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
Comments about mask mandates
An article by Landon Mion titled “Colorado’s Democratic Governor Won’t
Bring Back Mask Mandates Because ‘The Emergency Is Over’ ” was posted at
townhall.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “California Brings Back Indoor Mask Mandate as
Covid-19 Cases Surge After Thanksgiving” was posted at cbssacramento.com
on Dec. 13, 2021.
Mask mandates for schools
An article by Hannah Nightingale titled “Pennsylvania Supreme Court Rules
Against Mask Mandate for School Children” was posted at thepostmillennial.
com on Dec. 10, 2021.
Do you remember what Kamala Harris said about masks?
Looking back to December 2020, an article by Zack Budryk titled “Kamala
Harris Says There Will Be No ‘Punishment’ for Not Wearing Masks Under
Biden” was posted at thehill.com on Dec. 16, 2020.
Comments about transgenders
An article by Libby Emmons titled “[‘Harry Potter’ Screenwriter] JK Rowlings Slams Police for Logging Male Rapists as ‘Women’ ” was posted at
thepostmillennial.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
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An article by Joshua Klein titled “Progressive Democrat [New York
Democrat Ritchie Torres] Blasts BDS [Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions],
LGBTQ Activists Who Defend Hamas Terror Group That ‘Murders LGBTQ
People’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by John Nolte titled “Biological Men Will Soon Dominate Every
Female Sport” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Spencer Lindquist titled “L.A. Schools Host LGBT Club for 4Year-Olds, Promote ‘Two Spirit’ Sexuality and Child Mutilation” was posted at
thefederalist.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
Media comments about Tucker Carlson
An article by Lindsey Ellefson titled “Fox News’ Tucker Carlson Reclaims
Monthly Ratings Crown” was posted at thewrap.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by Philip Bump titled “Ten Minutes of Dishonest Fury, Presented to
an Audience of Millions” was posted at washingtonpost.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
Media comments about Joy Reid
An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Sarah Silverman Dragged as Racist
for Correcting Joy Reid: ‘I Did Not Criticize Joy Ann Because She’ Black’ ” was
posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by David Rutz titled “MSNBC’s Joy Reid: Supreme Court Perhaps
Needs 15 Judges So U.S. Won’t Live Under ‘Far-Right Religious Dictum’ ” was
posted at foxnews.com on Dec. 16, 2021.
Media comments about Joy Behar
An article by Fletcher Peters titled “Joy Behar’s Blunder on ‘The View’ Stuns
Audiences: ‘Loud and Wrong’ [As Behar Was Seeking to Criticize Trump, She
Repeatedly Stuck to Her Comment That 400 People Died From Covid Under
Trump]” was posted at decider.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
Is the media harder on Biden?
An article by Dana Milbank titled “Opinion: The Media Treats Biden As Badly
As (Or Worse Than) Trump” was posted at washingtonpost.com on Dec. 3, 2021.
An article by Karen Townsend titled “[Late-Night Host Jimmy] Fallon’s Softball Interview With Biden: ‘Does Anyone Really Understand How Hard Your
Job Is?’ ” was posted at hotair.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
Looking back to September 2020, an article by Joel B. Pollak titled “Fact
Check: Chris Wallace and Joe Biden Repeat Charlottesville ‘Very Fine People
Hoax’ at Presidential Debate” was posted at breitbart.com on Sept. 29, 2020.
Looking back to September 2020, an article by Joel B. Pollak titled “Fact
Check: Christ Wallace Falsely Implies Trump Never Condemned White Supremacists” was posted at breitbart.com on Sept. 29, 2020.
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Looking back to January 2021, an article by Pam Key titled “FNC’s [Chris]
Wallace: Biden Speech Was the ‘Best Inaugural Address I’ve Ever Heard’ ”
was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
Media comments about Chris Wallace
An article by Jessica Bursztynsky titled “Chris Wallace Leaves Fox News
After 18 Years to Join CNN’s Streaming Service” was posted at cnbc.com on
Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Katie Jerkovich titled “ ‘People Don’t Watch CNN’: Howard
Stern Slams Network, Wonders Why Chris Wallace Would Leave Fox News”
was posted at dailycaller.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Pam Key titled “Howard Stern on Chris Wallace Move: ‘Who
the [Heck] Is Going to Pay for CNN+ [Streaming Service]?’ ” was posted at
breitbart.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
Media quiet about Waukesha massacre
Looking back to November 2021, an article by Brian Flood titled “Media Downplayed Waukesha Parade Attack When Facts Didn’t Align With Predetermined
Narrative, Experts Say” was posted at foxnews.com on Nov. 29, 2021.
An article by Newt Gingrich titled “Stop Avoiding the Facts About Waukesha” was posted at newsweek.com on Dec. 3, 2021.
An article by Dana Kennedy titled “ ‘Not Fitting Their Narrative’: Waukesha
Feels Abandoned After Tragic Parade Attack” was posted at nypost.com on
Dec. 13, 2021.
Media comments about Julian Assange
An article by Caleb Ecarma titled “Julian Assange’s U.S. Extradition Ruling
Strikes a Blow to Press Freedom” was posted at vanityfair.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Sarah Oliver titled “Julian Assange Has a Stroke in Belmarsh
Prison: Fiancee Blames Extreme Stress Caused by U.S. Extradition Battle”
was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 11, 2021.
Other comments about the media
An article by Piers Morgan titled “President Biden’s Shameful Move to
Muzzle the U.S. Media Ia a Cynical and Desperate Kim Jong-Un Style Attempt
to Hide the Fact That His Presidency Is Turning Into a Total Disaster” was
posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 8, 2021.
An article by Rebecca Downs titled “Suspected Waukesha SUV Driver
Facing More Charges for Another Alleged Crime, Mainstream Media Remains
Silent” was posted at townhall.com on Dec. 8, 2021.
An article by Frances Martel titled “Marco Rubio Asks NYT: Did You Collude
With China to Protect Xi Jinping From Genocide Evidence?” was posted at
breitbart.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
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An article by Pam Key titled “MSNBC’s [Claire] McCaskill: Red States Are
Going to Pass ‘Vigilantism Laws’ to Round Up People ‘That Look Like Foreigners’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Peggy Noonan titled “Kamala Harris Needs to Get Serious”
was posted at wsj.com on Dec. 9, 2021.
An article by Gina Morrison titled “Kamala Harris Should Stop Thinking
About Filling Biden’s Shoes and ‘Come to Terms’ With Her Role as Vice
President to Improve Weak Poll Numbers, Conservative Columnist [Peggy
Noonan] Says” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Ja’han Jones titled “How White Journalists Fail in Their
Coverage of Vice President Kamala Harris [in Response to WSJ Column by
Peggy Noonan]” was posted at msnbc.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
A video and an article by Dylan Gwinn titled “Video: ESPN Repeats Lie That
Someone Put a Noose in Bubba Wallace’s [NASCAR] Stall” were posted at
breitbart.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Julio Rosas titled “Don Lemon, Who Works at CNN, Says Fox News
Is Not a ‘Real News Organization’ ” was posted at townhall.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
An article by Brian Flood titled “Fox News Ratings Outdraws CNN, MSNBC
Combined for 17th Straight Week” was posted at foxnews.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
Democrats worried about Kamala Harris
Looking back to November 2021, an article by Lawrence Martin titled “Biden’s Milestone VP Pick Is Looking More Like a Millstone” was posted at
theglobeandmail.com on Nov. 10, 2021.
An article by Pat Nolan titled “Is Kamala Harris Being Forced Out by the
Dems?” was posted at spectator.org on Dec. 9, 2021.
Looking back to May 1994, an article by Jules Witcover titled “[President
Richard] Nixon Wanted [Vice President Spiro] Agnew Out [Before Nudging Mr.
Agnew to Resign], Book Says” was posted at baltimoresun.com on May 18, 1994.
Is Hillary sneaking into the picture?
Looking back to November 2021, an article by Wayne Allyn Root titled “Get
Ready for President Hillary Clinton [As Journalist Predicts the Dems Replacing
Kamala Harris With Mrs. Clinton, Before They Retire Cognitively-Challenged
Mr. Biden]” was posted at townhall.com on Nov. 28, 2021.
An article by Scott Stump titled “Hillary Clinton Chokes Up As She Reads
Parts of the Victory Speech She Hoped to Deliver in 2016” was posted at
today.com on Dec. 8, 2021.
An article by Jason Lemon titled “Hillary Clinton Trying to ‘Inject’ Herself
As 2024 Candidate, [Former Trump Adviser] Jason Miller Says” was posted at
newsweek.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
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An article by John L. Dorman titled “Hillary Clinton Predicts Trump Will Run
for President in 2024 and Says a Win by Him ‘Could Be the End of Our
Democracy’ ” was posted at businessinsider.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Elizabeth Elkind titled “Could It Be Hillary vs. Trump Again?
Clinton’s Belief That the Presidency Is Her ‘Birthright’ and Deep Unpopularity
of Biden and Harris Could See the Former First Lady Run in 2024; Politics
Insider [Joe Concha] Warns” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by Katherine Doyle titled “Hill-arious: Democrats Laugh Off Hillary
Clinton 2024 Talk” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on Dec. 16, 2021.
“Let’s Go, Brandon”
Looking back to October 2021, an article by Jorge Fitz-Gibbon titled
“NASCAR Crowd Chants ‘F**k Joe Biden’ at Talladega; NBC Reporter [Kelli
Stavast] Hears Something Else [Claiming ‘Let’s Go Brandon’]” was posted at
nypost.com on Oct. 3, 2021.
An article by Robert Kraychik titled “[New York Republican] Rep. Lee
Zeldin: ‘Good Chance’ Joe Biden Avoided Army-Navy Game Due to Fear of
‘Let’s Go, Brandon Chant’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Joseph Curl titled “Titleist Blocks ‘Let’s Go Brandon’ on Golf
Balls, Allows Numerous Vulgar Messages [Like ‘F Trump,’ ‘Kill Trump’ and ‘Kill
Cops’]” was posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Rob Crilly titled “ ‘Let’s Go Brandon’: Biden Is Jeered as He
Surveys Tornado Damage in Kentucky After Twisters Ripped Through Four States
Killing at Least 88 People and Leaving Thousands Still Without Water or Power:
Returned to DC in the Evening” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by John Hanson titled “Georgia Company Makes So Much ‘Let’s
Go Brandon’ Christmas Wrap It Could ‘Cover Six NFL Football Fields’ ” was
posted at thepoliticalinsider.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
Biden and Harris supporters and detractors
An article by Susan Jones titled “[Kentucky Republican] Rep. [James]
Comer: Dems Are Making Trump the Issue, When Biden’s Been in Office for
Almost 1 Year” was posted at cnsnews.com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Jill Biden Addresses Joe’s Mental Health; Suggests Poll Numbers Low Because People Clueless About [His] Feats” was posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Naomi Lim titled “Biden and Democrats Lose Grip on Hispanic
Voters” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Noah Rothman titled “Biden’s Russia Dealings May Be the Death
Knell of American Credibility” was posted at msnbc.com on Dec. 16, 2021.
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Comments about conservatives
An article by Aaron Zitner titled “Hispanic Voters Now Evenly Split Between
Parties; WSJ Poll Finds” was posted at wsj.com on Dec. 8, 2021.
An article by Frank Camp titled “Georgia Candidate Kelvin King: Georgia
Republicans Should ‘Take Some Notes From Virginia’ on How to Win” was
posted at dailywire.com on Dec. 11, 2021.
An article by Libby Emmons titled “Sen. Rand Paul Tells Dan Bongino Covid
Restrictions Are ‘About Conditioning the American Individual to Submit to
Government’ ” was posted at thepostmillennial.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Craig Bannister titled “[South Dakota] Gov. [Kristi] Noem Unveils
Draft Legislation Protecting Women’s Sports Without the ‘Problematic Provisions’
of Bill She Vetoed [in March]” was posted at cnsnews.com on Dec. 14, 2021.
Trump supporters and detractors
An article by Adam Dobrer titled “Biden Blames His Problems on ‘QAnon’
and ‘Donald Trump’ ” was posted at thepostmillennial.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
An article by Paul Bedard titled “Trump Endorsements Win 137-3, ‘Few
Parallels’ in History” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on Dec. 13, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Rep. Steve Cohen [Tennessee Democrat]:
‘Donald Trump, the Most Disgusting Presidency in the History of This
Country’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
An article by Craig Bannister titled “More Independent Voters Want Trump
on the 2024 Ballot Than Want Biden to Run for Reelection” was posted at
cnsnews.com on Dec. 15, 2021.
General interest
An article by Joyann Jeffrey titled “What Is ‘Pocketing’? This Dating Trend
[Which Is the Practice of Not Telling Others About Someone You’re Seeing] Could
Say a Lot About Your Relationship” was posted at today.com on Dec. 9, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “LAX-Bound Flight Makes Emergency Landing in
OKC After Man Assaults Flight Attendant, Air Marshal” was posted at cbsla.
com on Dec. 10, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Enes Kanter: NBA Players Telling Me to Call Out
the Hypocrisies of LeBron [James]” was posted at hoopshype.com on Dec.
11, 2021.
An article by Warner Todd Huston titled “ ‘Stop the Genocide’: NBA Hall of
Famer [Dominique Wilkins] Joins Enes Kanter Freedom in Stand Against
Oppressive China” was posted at breitbart.com on Dec. 12, 2021.
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An article by Ian Lovett titled “More Americans Left Religion During the
Pandemic [No Religious Affiliation Rose From 16% in 2007 to 29%, While
Christians Declined From 78% in 2007 to 63%]” was posted at wsj.com on
Dec. 14, 2021.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Isaiah 55:6-11—“Seek you the Lord while He may be found, call upon Him
while He is near. Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his
thoughts; let him return to the Lord, and He will have mercy on him; and to
our God, for He will abundantly pardon. ‘For My thoughts are not you thoughts,
nor are your ways My ways,’ says the Lord. For as the heavens are higher than
the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, and My thoughts than your
thoughts. For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, and do not
return there, but water the earth, and make it bring forth and bud, that it may
give seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall My word be that goes
forth from My mouth; it shall not return to Me void, but it shall accomplish what
I please, and it shall prosper in the thing for which I sent it.”

